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Did you 
know? 
More than “387” 
students have 
graduated from 
NorthWestern’s
sponsored 
IBOA training 
program since 1999.
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Webinar Quiz

http://www.theboc.info/boc1802

This presentation is intended for use by the Building Operator Certification program.  No copy 
or use of this presentation should occur without the permission of NEEC and speakers.

http://www.theboc.info/boc1802
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Learning Objectives

▪ How and Why HVAC System Designs and Operations 
Cause Mold Growth

▪ Understand of High Efficiency Dehumidification System 
(HEDS) its Benefits

▪ Applications for HEDS

Webinar Quiz: http://www.theboc.info/boc1802

http://www.theboc.info/boc1802
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Today’s Speaker

Scot Duncan, President
Conservant Systems



Conservant Systems Overview 

• HVAC technology company built on decades of energy efficiency 
engineering and controls optimization experience

• Based in Orange County, CA with national and global reach through 
our network of partners

Our Mission: 

To revolutionize the global dehumidification market in order to save 
lives, reduce operating costs and improve health, wellness & 

productivity.



Why was HEDS Originally Created?

• To solve massive energy waste and mold growth problems for our 
Military! 

• The HEDS inventor, Scot M. Duncan, P.E., is an Energy Efficiency and Relative 
Humidity control “Subject Matter Expert” for the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) (14 different SME HVAC topics).

• The High Efficiency Dehumidification System or “HEDS” was developed 
because we got sick of seeing mold growth in the living spaces of the 
military facilities that we were evaluating for energy efficiency upgrades. 

Current HVAC designs actually promote mold growth at many facilities!



How and Why HVAC System Designs and 
Operations Cause Mold Growth

• We are in the process of developing a comprehensive White Paper that 
describes how and why HVAC system designs and operations cause mold 
growth.

• Current information available on this topic on the internet only lightly 
skims the surface.

• We are currently at 75 reasons and climbing.

• HEDS was designed to address and solve these HVAC-system caused 
mold growth problems.



HVAC-System Caused Biological Growth 
is a Serious Issue Throughout Many Facilities

Mold in spaces from 
condensation and high 
relative humidity



Examples of Unseen Mold in HVAC Systems

One of the draw thru (negative 
Internal pressure) AHU’s had more 
than 6” of standing water inside 
the unit.  We shut it down during a 
test, and water poured from a 
1.25” drain line for nearly 45 
minutes.

Unlike these designs, HEDS Uses 
Blow Thru Coils (positively 
pressurized coil sections) with 
Double Sloped Drain Pans, to Force 
Condensate Out of the AHU.



Mold Growth on Actual Fan Blades

Mold growth on the actual rotating fan wheel – due to high moisture content, 100% 
RH, and/or liquid water impingement being pulled off of the coils and thru the fan.

I’ve never even thought to look for mold on the fan wheels!

HEDS uses blow thru coils, not 
draw thru coils, (fans blow the 
air through the coils, vs, pulling 
air through the coils) so liquid 
water impingement on fans is 
impossible.  

Fans are located in lower RH, no 
liquid water droplet, sections of 
the AHU to help preclude this 
from happening.



Mold Hidden in Ductwork and Inside the 
Insulation System

Mold in ductwork downstream 
from the AHU – caused by near 
100% RH air, and probably liquid 
condensate being blown into the 
ductwork

Mold underneath the 
insulation system, same 
causes.

HEDS reduces this possibility by 
delivering much lower RH air, with 
near zero liquid water making it past 
the CRC into the ductwork 
(nothing is perfect, so I have to say 
“near zero”)

HEDS uses low face velocity coils that are 
24” to 30” maximum height to reduce 
condensate stacking in the coil.

550 FPM face velocity and 48” tall coils 
are common with typical designs and can 
cause these problems (and others, like 
“Low Delta T Syndrome”)



Other Mold Locations

Obvious mold on HVAC grill.  If you see it on the 
grill, there is probably a lot more hidden inside 
the AHU and air distribution ductwork

Hidden mold in mechanical spaces
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Chilled Water Based Systems Show Poor RH 
Control

Excerpted from Trane Engineers 
Newsletter volume 33-2
CAV AHU

Shows that the system is not 
delivering the design dewpoint 
temperature and RH unless the 
coil is at 100% flow, the system is 
at 100% load, which occurs less 
than 1% of the operating hours, 
typically.



DX Based Systems Show Even Worse RH Control

Figures 3, 4, 5 Excerpted from Trane Engineers Newsletter volume 33-2
Figure 1-1 Excerpted from DOE/NETL Project No. DE-FC26-01NT41253. CAV AHU

Significant condensate re-
evaporation off of the 
cooling coil back into the 
airstream essentially 
precludes RH control from 
occurring unless the system 
is at 100% load and design 
supply air temperatureWater being re-evaporated off 

of coils raises facility RH



What is HEDS? 

• The High Efficiency Dehumidification System is the simplest, 
most resilient, most energy efficient, easiest to maintain 
method of controlling RH and biological growth in existence.

• Cost effective solution for buildings where humidity control, energy efficiency or health of 
building occupants are mission critical

• Reduces chiller plant and boiler plant energy consumption for dehumidification by 50% to 
over 80% while reducing or eliminating HVAC-system caused biological growth

• Contributes to healthier IAQ which leads to increased health, wellness and productivity 

• Winner of the 2016 Department of Energy FEMP JUMP national energy efficiency 
competition and a winner in the 2014 and 2018 DoD ESTCP competitions.



Typical AHU Design vs. HEDS
Reheat is Critical to Proper RH Control



Summary of Benefits
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• Small cooling & reheat coils

• High CHW flow rates

• Low CHW temperature differential

• High AHU air pressure drops

• Propensity to suffer “Low Delta T Syndrome”

Conventional AHU - Requires new energy for reheat and greater chiller energy use

HEDS AHU - Recovers 20% to 40% of cooling BTU’s and eliminates 100% of reheat 
energy for RH control on peak load days

• Approximate 40% to 60%+ Chiller and Boiler plant energy savings for 
the dehumidification/reheat process

• Very large cooling & cooling recovery coils

• Low CHW flow rates

• High CHW temperature differential/Series Chiller Potential

• Low AHU air pressure drops

• Delivers cool, dry air in an energy efficient manner

• Reduces Infrastructure, O&M Costs

• Eliminate “Low Delta T syndrome” = Added savings



Why HEDS is a Smart Application for RH Control, 
Energy Conservation and Lifecycle Cost Reductions

• Near-elimination of biological growth due to HVAC system issues 

• Reduction in operating expenditures through increased energy efficiency 
and less intensive maintenance requirements 

• Significant peak electrical demand reduction for chillers, and even greater 
reductions for electric reheat based HVAC systems.

• Significantly improved productivity and health outcomes 

• Reduction in capital expenditure for new HVAC system (smaller chiller, less  
piping, smaller boiler) and for AHU refit/replacement projects 



HEDS can be Integrated Into Completed, Ongoing 
and New Energy Conservation, ESPC/UESC Projects

• Resiliency

• Heat recovery

• Chiller plant optimization

• HVAC optimization

• AHU Optimization

• Boiler plant optimization

• Pumping optimization

• Water conservation

• Controls optimization/Demand Response/Energy Efficiency

• Variations on all of those themes…

HEDS can fall into any of these existing 
ESPC/UESC project categories.

Contract modifications can be used to add 
HEDS into completed or current ESPC/ 
UESC projects.

ERCIP projects show even better returns.



HEDS Integrates Well into Retrofit Situations 

• HEDS can typically be built into an existing air handling units or designed for replacement 
AHUs, DOAS’s, FCU’s etc.
• HEDS units may be larger or taller than existing equipment dimensions, depending on current 

configuration.  

• A 10,000 CFM HEDS unit will be approximately 20” taller and wider than a “normal” dehumidification AHU.

• HEDS can be setup to pre-treat OSA to reduce moisture management issues, enhancing flexibility and 
reducing costs

• Can be added to existing fresh air intake fan systems to provide low RH air into distributed HVAC 
equipment.

• Key benefits from HEDS in retrofit applications:
• Fast paybacks with energy savings associated with cooling load reductions and elimination of reheat for 

dehumidification

• Significantly improved relative humidity control which can eliminate the potential for biological growth, 
improve workplace health, and save lives

• Increased chilled water plant capacity and improved chilled water system efficiency and operations from 
reduced cooling loads and higher delta T



How HEDS Integrates with New 
Construction/Facility Expansions

• Easily integrates into existing HVAC air-side distribution system designs, with no ductwork 
sizing modifications

• Advanced specification and consideration in design are not required, we can work with 
your team to get HEDS designed into new facilities.

• HEDS will typically fit the space allowed for new HVAC equipment

• Value-engineering benefits (that actually ADD value, vs. the usual VE problems): 
• Can be the least cost code compliant RH control method.

• Reduced chilled water plant capacity (smaller chillers, cooling towers, pumps, VFD’s)

• Reduced pipe diameters from lower chilled water flows

• Reduced complexity and cost when compared with typical dehumidification solutions such as 
condenser heat energy reclaim, run around coils, DX assisted sub-cooling and dessicant-based 
solutions

• Elimination of boiler and/ or electric reheat requirements in hot and humid climates

• May be able to add buildings to the chiller plant system without                                  
increasing chiller plant and distribution piping sizes



DoD Field Test Sites Deployed 2016

Tinker AFB Fort Bragg

Fort Bragg – Constant Air 
Volume Kitchen 
Application

Tinker AFB – Variable Air 
Volume Administrative 
Application

Tested across a range of 
conditions to represent 
potential applications, 
including tropical 
conditions



HEDS DoD Environmental Security 
Technology Certification Program (ESTCP) 

Field Performance Results

Application

Tested Supply Dewpoint 

Temperature Range (lower 

equals drier)

AHU Cooling 

Load % 

Reduction 

AHU 

Dehumidification 

Heating Load % 

Reduction

Estimated Total

Dehumidification-Related 

Cooling + Heating Plant 

Energy Savings

Operating Rooms, Industrial 

Clean Rooms – Hot / Humid 

Climates
Less than 50°F 20% 100% 57-81%

Dining Facilities (DFACs), 

barracks, Dedicated Outdoor Air 

Systems, (DOAS), general 

hospital areas, laboratories, 

industrial clean rooms, 

equipment coating facilities, and 

Corrosion Control Facilities

Between 50°F and 52°F 31% 100% 63-85%

Less Humid Environments Between 52°F and 56°F 37% 100% 67-87%

Office and Administrative Between 50°F and 56°F 27% to 29% 100% 79-91%



HEDS ESTCP Field Performance Results 
Cooling BTU Savings = Heating BTU Savings, so the Reclaimed Energy is Saved Twice

Fort Bragg Cooling Load W/O HEDS (blue line)
Cooling Load Sent to Plant with HEDS (orange Line)

Cooling Load Savings % (grey Line)
Reheat Load Savings = 100%



Chilled Water Load Temperature Differentials
HEDS TD @ 30% to 50% load is 14°F to 21°F
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From a CHW Flow Perspective, the system sees a 14°F to 21°F TD. From a CHW Load Perspective, 
the CHW System sees a 10°F to 15°F TD.  The Difference is the Load and Reheat Savings.

• HEDS TD @ 30% to 50% load is 
14°F to 21°F

• Base case CHW TD ran around 3°F 
to 7°F with “Low Delta T 
Syndrome”

• Eliminating “Low Delta T 
Syndrome” can increase savings by 
over 30% at many sites.

HEDS Eliminates “Low Delta T Syndrome”: 
Cooling Coil CHW TD above 14°F, even at 
30% load



Frequently Asked Questions

• Where does HEDS not work?
• Applications where dehumidification and RH control are not needed, such as non-critical areas in arid climates.  Applications 

that require dewpoint temperatures below 38°F.

• Does the installation of HEDS require an entirely new AHU?
• No.  HEDS can be retrofit to existing AHUs in many situations, depending on available space and existing unit condition and 

configuration.

• Does HEDS require bigger AHU fans or ductwork?
• No, the air pressure drop of a HEDS unit is actually lower than typically designed AHU systems and HEDS can provide dry-bulb 

supply air temperatures of <48°F to 55°F for peak load days.

• Is there only one type/manufacturer of AHU offered with HEDS units?
• No.  HEDS units can be designed in all AHU makes/models, in sizes from <100 CFM to >1MM CFM.

• Are the HEDS unit savings calculations hypothetical, or have they been verified?
• HEDS savings have been validated in the field at 2 DoD Environmental Security Technology Certification Program (ESTCP) test 

sites in OK and NC, with third party validation in process from the DoD, USACE, DOE and ORNL

• How do I know if HEDS is a good fit for my applications?
• Conservant will work with your team to analyze the feasibility, potential costs and savings to 

determine if there is a fit and, if so, to develop a comprehensive solution



Questions?

Jim Johnston
jjohnston@conservantsystems.com

949-214-7226

Jim Meacham, P.E.
jmeacham@conservantsystems.com

949-887-0174

www.conservantsystems.com

mailto:sduncan@conservantsystems.com
mailto:jmeacham@conservantsystems.com
http://www.conservantsystems.com/
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Washington & Oregon
• Smart Buildings Center - http://www.smartbuildingscenter.org/tool-library/

Idaho

• University of Idaho – Integrated Design Lab - http://www.idlboise.com/tool-loan-library

California
• Pacific Gas & Electric - http://www.pge.com/pec/tll/

• Sonoma County - http://sonomacountyenergy.org/resources/contractor-resource-center/tool-lending-library/

• Southern California Edison - https://www.sce.com/wps/portal/home/business/consulting-services/energy-
educationcenters/tulare/!ut/p/b1/hdBNb4MwDAbgX8OVmCRldDdDGSRizRjVSnOZ6MQoEyUVZeXvL6u6w759s_
W8lmyiSUl0X53aphpb01fde6_9RykW6CWcikDiDMRSFWmMdzSaexZsLIBfCuG__JroM_GCBFNRgFB8wUGEqyy8C
W4Z9-EbCIVvQYSRUhIg97-C5P6KgpAPcaZCjwKnFzBPIE6lsmCVMxAsh2WByAA-
NvxxhSS66cz2_JEN9lsWNEQP9XM91IP7OtjxbhwPx2sHHJimyW2MabrafTJ7B36K7MxxJOVnSQ77ElrxMutOGb4BKl
agaA!!/dl4/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/?from=agtac

• San Diego Gas & Electric - https://c95021.eos-intl.net/C95021/OPAC/Index.aspx

New York
• CUNY Building Performance Lab - http://www.cunybpl.org

Tool Lending Library Locations

http://www.smartbuildingscenter.org/tool-library/
http://www.idlboise.com/tool-loan-library
http://www.pge.com/pec/tll/
http://sonomacountyenergy.org/resources/contractor-resource-center/tool-lending-library/
https://www.sce.com/wps/portal/home/business/consulting-services/energy-education-centers/tulare/!ut/p/b1/hdBNb4MwDAbgX8OVmCRldDdDGSRizRjVSnOZ6MQoEyUVZeXvL6u6w759s_W8lmyiSUl0X53aphpb01fde6_9RykW6CWcikDiDMRSFWmMdzSaexZsLIBfCuG__JroM_GCBFNRgFB8wUGEqyy8CW4Z9-
https://c95021.eos-intl.net/C95021/OPAC/Index.aspx
http://www.cunybpl.org/


| THE ESSENTIAL CREDENTIAL

IMPROVE YOUR FACILITY & CAREER

• DEMAND REDUCTION
• LIGHTING
• ENERGY MANAGEMENT

• BUILDING SCOPING
• O&M STRATEGIES
• INDOOR AIR QUALITY



www.theboc.info
877-850-4793 (toll free)

bocinfo@theboc.info

BOC National Partner Network

http://www.mwalliance.org/index.php
http://www.focusonenergy.com/index.jsp
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Take the Webinar Quiz: http://www.theboc.info/boc1802

➢ Earn 1.5 points today towards the maintenance of your BOC 
certification *

Maintain Your BOC Credential

Maintenance Application Deadline:  March 31

* Make sure to keep a record of your webinar attendance and quiz completion for next 
year’s maintenance application
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➢March 15: The Autonomous Driving Building: What’s in 
the Future for Building Control Systems? 

➢April 19: Top strategies for Indoor Air Quality and 
Energy Efficiency

➢May 22: Lighting Controls – Top 5 Thing to Know

➢Sept. 20: Occupant Engagement – Getting Buy in from 
Building Occupants to Save Energy

➢Oct. TBD: Cash Incentives for your Energy Projects

Upcoming BOC Webinars


